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Well,, maybe opportunity has come before them, but maybe they've turned

it down for an easier way of life.

(Perhaps they didn't have the confidence to ask for the opportunity?)

That's what I want to stress most among !the Indian youth. A responsibility

brings confidence. That's why,I feel that relocation is beneficial to the

Indian. Once he can get on liis own and realize responsibility in himself,
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well, he'll gain confidence/and security Within himself. -

(Do you think possibly" building a positive self-image among the young

Indians people will probably do a lot for them? I mean maybe through

sports. Through something where they can excel. And where they can have

some little achievement gradually build up their self-confidence,)

Well every—every persori is different. That's not include Indians, you

know. But this is something that youth—

(Well, that applies to poor whites,- too.)
Well, that's why I say it does not include the Indians, You saying

something like this because this. If they want to excel in something,

well, they can. They know* they can excel, You'V/4 heard of Indians

saying, "I should make All Star." Because I thpk he really wants to
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think that. And he really he thinks something/Iike that, He has a real

good reason for thinking that way. And lot of times he's left out in the

cold because who wants to have an1 Indian as being a leader of an all

white team. , .

(Why shouldn't,they wan-t to?) , -.\

Well, all right, This^is part of the Indikn, That's what he wants to

know. Why shouldn't they'select him as beiin/sr the leader of the Khole group? *' .

See what Iv mean? ' < \ '• .,

(Do you feel like there might be some white jpeople on the team that might

.not want this?) . * '' / . --* V " .' • *'/


